FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OneZhop Announces Launch of New Online Shop for
Luxury Fashion Resale
New platform also offers unique swap system, accepting authentic
pieces from 500+ designer brands

FEBRUARY 12, 2019 - OneZhop has just announced the launch of their platform by
February 12, 2019 which offers a new paradigm of luxury resale for fashion-forward
women to get the styles they want. To make the platform even more useful and
rewarding, women can even trade in their fashion pieces from more than 500
designers in exchange for new clothing and accessories.

OneZhop was founded by Ivan Wan and Annie Cheung, who both have seasoned
background in areas including brand marketing and digital strategies. Wan is a
professional auctioneer and evaluator and creates systems that power OneZ Group
ventures. Cheung is considered the mastermind behind the OneZ Group, and she’s
also heavily involved in community charity works and sustainable projects.

Cheung is a fashion enthusiast, and discussions with Wan about the value of designer
items got the wheels turning for the concept of OneZhop. With the OneZhop resale
system, a points system makes exchanging items a more fair and efficient process.
Items from hundreds of designers are being accepted, with authentication experts plus

a new system called Entrupy is used to verify authenticity of items. This is the world’s
first and only on-demand authentication system for handbags.

“In this way, you can trade in with something that has a similar value without the
hassle of waiting to resell your items first. You can quickly get the points and get
something that fits you better,” said Wan.

According to Cheung, “To promote circular economy in fashion industry is to speed
up the transaction of secondhand trading and extend the lifecycle of each item. More
people will be able to swap and enjoy the same bag instead of waiting for resell. We
are just creating a simple system that’s fair and reliable while reducing waste.”

While OneZhop offers impressive collections of clothing, accessories, and bags, the
swapping system is most exciting. Created with the height of technology, AI and
machine learning combine to deliver a highly accurate and beneficial swapping
experience.

Knowing they’ll have a fair-trading system, shoppers can feel assured that they’ll be
able to easily swap their items in exchange for pre-loved items. As a plus, shoppers
will also learn about fashion sustainability and how taking care of items can reward
them. And even though it is an online platform, OneZhop offer WhatsApp and
WeChat live support. You can even go to their office or local courier services for easy
drop off and pick up, providing a simple, one stop solution to ease your busy life.

To get started with their trade, customers can bring in something for free evaluation,
and then join the membership for as low as $200hkd and $38hkd handling fee per
item. Then, users can get Z points and start swapping.

Here is how their easy system work, it’s a simple 3 easy steps:
1. Join their community and bring in your items for evaluation
2. Trade in for Z points
3. Use Z points to shop items you crave for

1 2 3 SWAP!
Here is their explanation video: https://youtu.be/6oucx7dIVh4

More information can be found at www.onezhop.com.

About OneZhop

OneZhop offers a unique platform where fashion-forward women and men can find
luxurious collection including bags, apparel, accessories, menswear and kidswear
while using an unique swap system that let members to trade in their pieces from
500+ designers for new fashion items!
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